EPIC – GI PROCEDURE ENDOSCOPIST WORKFLOW
CHECKLIST:
ú

Pre-Procedure
o Log on to the right department.
o Find patient on the GI Procedure status board.
o Determine the type of procedure, indication and any special instructions.
o Review the history, allergies, and medications. Update if needed and mark as reviewed.
o Ensure at least one problem on the problem list.
o Obtain informed consent (paper for now).
o Write H&P using smart text (“amb gi …”).
o For conscious sedation cases only add a pre-anesthesia assessment to the H&P.

ú

Intra-procedure
o After scope is out confirm the procedure type and diagnosis with the nurse.

ú

Post-procedure
o ProVation: write, sign, and print one copy of the procedure report to your local printer
and two copies of the post-procedure instructions to the nursing station printer.
o In chart review find your just signed procedure report and route to referring
physician(s).
o Cosign any orders.
o Open medication reconciliation section to:
§ Review orders: resume, modify, or discontinue home/procedure medications.
§ New orders: write any new orders. Open, edit, and accept the discharge order.
§ Review and sign.
o Meet with the patient and family.

DETAILS:
Below is a step-by-step guide to using EPIC and ProVation in GI Procedures. The guide is
intentionally detailed to help us at GoLive. This amount of detail makes the process seem far more
difficult than it actually is. After we do this several times it will become automatic, just as our pre-EPIC
workflow has been.
In EPIC there are often multiple ways to do the same thing. Here we focus on the most
straightforward approaches. Over time we will discover new methods and also optimize the software to
better meet our needs. Also, the build is still ongoing so some of this may change sooner than later.
Please let me know if you find errors or better ways to do things. We will keep an updated version of
this guide on our internal website (www.uncgi.com ).
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Pre-procedure Workflow
1. Login and select the department where you are performing procedures (search for “GI” and
then select either GI PROCEDURE UNCMH, GI PROCEDURES MMNT 300, or MOB GI OR WATER).
2. One way to view your own personal schedule by clicking on the calendar icon. This will show
patients scheduled to see you in both procedures and clinic. You can star the calendar icon (star
located on the right) and it can default here.

3. Open the GI Procedures Status Board by clicking the “status board” icon on the EPIC toolbar

a. Note: the first time you logon you will be asked to pick one of many status boards.
Select the status board that corresponds to the procedures unit you are working in (see
below). If desired, designate a default status board by clicking the default box in the
lower left corner. Then click run.
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b. If you set one location as the default but later scope somewhere else, click the settings
icon at the top of the status board, pick the new location, and click “run”.

4. Open the patient’s record by double clicking on the patient’s name.

5. Review the reason for the procedure and special instructions, if any.
a. Inpatients will not have an order. Instead, GI Fellows will directly enter case request
forms that you will not be able to access. You can discuss the case with the inpatient
consult team and/or review the record in chart review.
b. Outpatients who are sent from outside UNC will not have an EPIC order either (at least
not initially). You can review their GI Procedure referral form in Care Everywhere if it is
a local hospital. It also may be scanned into the media tab in Chart Review.
c. Outpatients who are sent from a UNCHCS provider will have a GIP order in EPIC. Go to
chart review, click the “procedures” or “referrals” taab, find the procedure referral and
scroll down to the bottom. You can then click “order details” to open the order details
or click “encounter” to see the details of the encounter that resulted in the order. You
can also review other parts of the chart to learn more about the patient.
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6. Click on the “Pre-op + Consult” activity icon located on top activity bar and use the left side
navigator to work your way through Pre-Op tasks. You will use this activity throughout the preprocedure process.

7. Within the pre-op + consult activity, review the patient’s history, allergies, and home
medications.
a. Within the left-sided patient navigator, click the headers (outlined in red) to review a
section without opening it. If you are satisfied with what is written you do not need to
open the section – simply click “mark as reviewed” and move on to the next section. If
you need to update/edit a section click the name of the section or the pencil next to the
name and then update as needed. When done close and click “mark as reviewed”.
Then move on to the next sections.
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8. Review the problem list. If satisfied click mark as reviewed. To receive meaningful use credit a
patient must have at least one problem. To add a problem type the problem into the search box
and click add. Then accept and accept again. (If the patient truly has no problems then enter
“colon cancer screening” or something similar).
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9. Obtain informed consent.
a. You will have the patient sign a physical consent that will be witnessed by a secondary
witness (most likely nurse or clinical staff). This consent will then be scanned into the
Media tab in Epic and you will document in your H & P that you received consent.
10. Document pre-procedure H&P.
a. Click “H&P Notes” on the left sided navigator and under Pre-Proc H& P, select “Create
Note”.

b. Make sure to add your note co-signor (the Attending) to the co-sign box this will CC the
note to the Attending after it is signed to be reviewed.
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c. Type “AMB GI” into the smart text search box and click enter.

d. Choose AMB GI PRE-PROCEDURE H&P and click accept. You can also add this to your
favorites by choosing the star next to it.
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e. Review the note and edit where needed. Click F2 to advance to and open the single
physical exam smart lists and complete. If the patient will receive monitored anesthesia
care then sign the note and skip to step 11. If the patient will receive conscious
sedation case do not sign the note. Instead, go to step 10e (immediately below).
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f.

For conscious sedation cases only we need to complete a pre-anesthesia assessment.
To do this, write the H&P as outlined above but do not sign. Instead, put your cursor at
the bottom of the H&P text, click in the “insert SmartText” box, type “AMB GI” and click
enter.
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g. Select the pre-anesthesia assessment smart text.
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h. Complete the pre-anesthesia assessment by clicking F2 to open each smart list, left
clicking to pick and right clicking to stick. All smart lists must be completed before you
can sign the note. Edit if necessary and then sign.

11. Note: if there is already an H&P in the system from the past 30 days we can technically write an
interval history note that documents that we examined the patient and reviewed the history
and there are no changes. However, the GI build is not optimized for this yet and considering
how easy it is to write an H&P, for now it’s probably best to simply write a new H&P for
everyone.
12. Log out.
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Intra-procedure Workflow: During the procedure the physician workflow remains essentially the same
as before EPIC. However, the way the nurses document and place orders is new. Some orders will
require our co-signature after the case, while others will not. One key change is the post-procedure
timeout where the physician and nurse should determine the post-procedure diagnosis and procedure
type (as often the procedure performed differs from what was scheduled – eg. when a screening
colonoscopy turns into a colonoscopy with polypectomy). The nurse will then enter this information
into EPIC, thereby driving the hospital (not professional) charge.
Post-procedure Workflow
1. Log on to ProVation and write, sign, and print one ProVation procedure report for the patient
only. Reportedly the pathologists no longer want a copy of the report from us. The referring
doc will get copies directly from EPIC (see step #3 below). Also print the ProVation-generated
post-procedure instructions to nursing station (same as normally done).
2. Log on to EPIC, open the status board, and double click on patient to open the patient
workspace.
3. Route the report to the ordering physician and care team. Note: Rumor has it that the
procedure note will automatically flow to the ordering physician’s inbasket (UNC HCS physicians
only). If confirmed to be true, then skip step 3 if only the UNC physician who ordered the
procedure should get the report. If not true or if other UNC physicians and/or external
physicians need the report, follow steps 3 a-f:
a. After the attending signs the report in ProVation it will flow to EPIC. The attending will
therefore be responsible for routing the report to referring physicians, unless other
arrangements are made with the fellow involved in the case.
b. Click the chart review activity tab. Then click on the procedures tab. Find the report(s)
you just signed and single click on it. Then click the “route button” on the row above
the procedure tab.

c. A new window will open. Pick the report recipients using the speed buttons (#1-8). Or
you can choose a different provider to send the report to (who is not listed by using the
search box on the left.
d. In the search box type the name of the provider and select “+ Add”.
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e. A Recipient lookup pop-up will appear. Select the recipient by clicking once.
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f.

Adjust the mode of delivery (if needed) by clicking on the icon next to the recipient
names. Reports delivered to providers’ In Baskets and via fax will be sent automatically.
Reports forwarded by mail will be printed by Accudocs (outside vendor), and mailed to
provider.

g. When done click send.
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4. If the patient is going home, open the “Post-Op Discharge” activity tab. If an inpatient returning
back to the ward use the “post-op to floor navigator”. This guide only covers discharge home.

5. Go to the cosign orders on the left side navigator. Cosign anything that is needed.
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6. Go to Medication Reconciliation section and following this process.

a. Step 1: determine what to do with the patient’s home medications and any medications
that the patient received while in the GI procedures unit. Options are to continue (in
green textbox below), change (yellow text box below), or stop taking (red text box
below).
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b.

If a patient should hold a medication for a certain number of days select “change” and
change the start date to T+7 (or however many days the patient should hold it for).

c. Step 2: write new orders (e.g., medications) for the patient’s discharge using the search
box.
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d. Click “Order Sets” and search “discharge” to open the discharge order and discharge the
patient to home.

e. Finally, review all orders and sign.
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7. Bring a copy of the procedure report to the patient and discuss the results.
8. The nurse will provide the patient with a copy of the post-procedure instructions (from
ProVation) and an EPIC-generated After Visit Summary (AVS) that includes discharge
medications, diagnoses, etc.
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Pathology Follow-up and Procedure Recall
1. As long as the patient was discharged after the procedure, the pathology results will come back
to your In Basket. (Of course, we will continue to keep the provider specimen log as a backup).
Click on inbasket (top), click on the result folder (left), click on the pathology result you are
interested in, and then click the “letter” button.

a. A preloaded GI Pathology letter will appear. Click F2 to open the smart links and quickly
populate text, including the name of the procedure and the path results. If the path
results do not fit into a template then either delete the smart links or pick the smart link
wildcard *** and type in whatever you’d like.
b. Afterwards add your name at the bottom (you can build and use a name/contact info
smart phrase or type “.mecred” and route to any additional recipients (use Free Text to
add External Providers).
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c. To send to the patient automatically (choose MyChart, mail, or fax) and any internal
UNC physicians or staff (via In Basket) click “send now” or “send at sign visit”. If that’s
all that is needed you are done.

2. Patient Recall: we intend to keep this in ProVation for now. But because none of us will use
ProVation to f/u pathology any more, we need a new system for updating recall intervals. We
are working on a solution.
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